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Abstract

I develop an agency model of job assignments where jobs differ based on the breadth of tasks.

A tradeoff between task complementarities and relative abilities of workers results in those with

balanced skills being assigned to multi-task jobs. The same tradeoff between complementarities

and relative abilities also influences incentives to sort privately informed workers to jobs. I

then draw on a variety of sources (survey data, case studies, and anecdotal evidence) to suggest

that relative abilities and multi-tasking play an important role in managerial assignments of

non-academic research scientists.
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1 Introduction

Economists typically think of job assignments within organizations as hierarchical (Calvo and

Wellisz (1979), Rosen (1982), Waldman (1984)). These articles build on two key assumptions. First,

jobs are similar in the skills they require. Second, jobs differ based on rank and authority; there are

productivity spillovers from higher level managerial jobs to lower level jobs. Taken together, these

assumptions imply that the most “able” workers are assigned to higher level managerial positions.

These assumptions of similar skills and different rank are reasonable in many settings. As an

example, compare the job of a division head with that of a chief executive officer (CEO) in an

organization. Both jobs require similar skills: the ability to make quick decisions and the ability

to implement these decisions at a lower level. The only difference is in terms of rank. Being higher

up in a hierarchy, a CEO can influence the productivity of all divisions below. Thus it makes sense

for the most able worker in an organization to be made the CEO.

But there are other contexts where these assumptions appear less valid. Managing a research

lab requires different skills from doing one’s own research. Similarly, the best academic researchers

in a university need not make the best deans. And finally, a successful lawyer who brings in many

clients need not make the best manager in a law firm. This article suggests a complementary

approach to hierarchy theories to address these specific examples: task breadth. Some workers

are assigned to broad jobs (lab managers, deans, and managers of law firms) whereas others are

assigned to narrow jobs (non-academic researchers, academic researchers, and legal specialists).

This approach, in contrast to hierarchy theories, allows for jobs to differ based on skills and shifts

the emphasis from authority to the portfolio of tasks that a worker performs. Using this framework

of task breadth, I study how workers are assigned to different jobs and how compensation schemes

sort them.

To examine the assignment problem, I use a two-task principal agent model based on MacDonald

and Marx (2001), with a risk neutral principal and a continuum of risk averse agents. In the model,

agents have a unit of time that they have to allocate across two tasks. Outcomes on tasks are
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stochastically related to the time spent on them in a very simple way; the probability of success

on a task equals the time allocated to it and these probabilities are independent across tasks. Two

elements are critical to the analysis. The first is that tasks are complementary for a given agent.

Complementarities ensure that some agents in the model are assigned to broad jobs. Second, agents

differ in their relative abilities which are modeled through their cost functions. Agents who have a

relative advantage in one task are called specialists whereas agents who are equally able at several

tasks are called generalists. Differences in relative abilities introduce worker heterogeneity in the

model and increase the benefits of specialized jobs. The interaction between complementarities and

relative abilities determines task assignments and the design of incentives.

The model is split into two parts. The first part considers a case of full information and

studies assignments in this setting. The main result here is that balance plays an important role in

assignments. Generalists get assigned to multi-task jobs, whereas specialists are assigned more to

the task that they are good at. When applied to the assignment of research scientists to managerial

positions, this result says that relative rather than absolute abilities are important. This implication

is different from hierarchy theories and is testable.

The second part of the model considers a case where agents have private information about their

time allocation and abilities and studies both assignments and optimal sorting contracts. The key

result here is that optimal contracts pay more in the event of full and no success and less in the event

of partial success to sort privately informed agents. Because this makes the tasks complementary

in terms of an agents preferences, I refer to this property as incentive complementarities. Incentive

complementarities align the interests of the principal and a specialist by making it more costly for

a specialist to choose a multi-task job. However, generalists bear more risk which they have to

be compensated for. This result provides an interesting way to differentiate compensation across

jobs. In terms of the examples above, the pay of a research manager should be high only when

outcomes move together, even when this involves failure at all tasks. This prevents individuals who

are strong only on the research dimension from choosing these jobs.
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Because the model in this article builds on the framework of MacDonald and Marx (2001) it is

useful to highlight the main points of departure. MacDonald and Marx (2001) consider a setting

with complementary tasks and symmetric specialists. They show that complementarities help in

solving a moral hazard problem. My article differs in two ways. First, my focus is on asymmetric

types where agents differ in their relative abilities and second I allow for gains from specialization

by setting a positive payoff from the partial success outcome. Both of these assumptions give my

article a completely different focus from MacDonald and Marx (2001). The asymmetry introduces

worker heterogeneity based on relative abilities and together with the payoff structure leads to both

narrow and broad job assignments. The asymmetry also shifts the incentive problem from an effort

allocation one (this is what MacDonald and Marx (2001) study) to a sorting problem. Incentive

complementarities have a sorting role in my article rather than a time allocation one.

To see more clearly how this article departs from the previous literature on job assignments

it is useful to apply the theory to managerial assignments in research organizations. Consider a

research organization with two tasks, research and supervision. The research task requires scientific

knowledge and technical skills whereas supervision requires the ability to make quick decisions and

good social and communication skills. Hold supervisory skills fixed. Hierarchical theories (Calvo

and Wellisz (1979), Rosen (1982), Waldman (1984), Murphy (1986), Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg

(2006)) suggest that those with higher research skills should be assigned to the supervision task

only (because they are more able overall) whereas the multi-task perspective in this model suggests

that those with lower research skills (because relative abilities matter) should be assigned to a mix

(because of complementarities) of research and supervisory tasks.

I draw on two main sources of evidence to suggest that relative abilities and multi-tasking play

an important role in managerial assignments in research organizations. The first source of evidence

is based on the Survey of Doctorate Recipients (SDR) over the years 2001 to 2003. This data

set surveys scientists and engineers with doctoral degrees in the United Sates. I focus on a group

of non-academic scientists who only do research and then track their activities over a period of
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time. Some scientists continue to specialize in research whereas others switch to a combination of

research and supervisory tasks. Using patent and publication productivity as a proxy for research

ability and the number of workers directly supervised as a proxy for supervisory ability, I find

the following results. First, holding supervisory ability fixed, researchers with a higher number

of patents continue to specialize in research whereas researchers with a lower number of patents

combine research with the supervision task. Second, restricting my attention to individuals who

were granted patents, I find that those who publish articles in refereed journals and work in research

oriented firms are less likely to switch to management.

I supplement the SDR analysis above with other sources of evidence. These include case stud-

ies, examples from business newspapers, reports from human resource consultants, and interviews

with human resource and technical personnel. Using these sources, I examine the notion of “dual

career tracks” where some technical workers stay on in a technical career and others move into

management. I suggest that a primary objective of dual career tracks is to assign workers based on

their relative abilities and that this is especially true for top scientists in an organization.

There are other articles that examine job assignments and incentives in a multi-task setting

(Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), Itoh (1994)) . The crucial feature that differentiates my article

from the two mentioned above is that agents are heterogeneous in my framework. Lindbeck and

Snower (2000) develop a model to show how informational and technological complementarities

have led to modern work practices such as job rotation and multi-tasking. Once again, they do

not study how job assignments vary with worker heterogeneity. Lazear (2005a) develops a theory

of entrepreneurship and shows that individuals with balanced skills are more likely to become

entrepreneurs. My article shows that balance should play an important role in any setting where

tasks are complementary, not just in the case of entrepreneurship. Another idea that is related

to this article is that of task specific human capital (Gibbons and Waldman (2004)). Their idea

would suggest that managers perform some research related tasks to utilize the human capital that

they acquired from doing research earlier. Finally, there are theories of job assignments where the
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comparative advantage of workers plays an important role (Sattinger (1975), Rosen (1978)). The

primary focus of these articles, however, is to explain why earnings distributions are positively

skewed rather than to explain patterns of assignments observed in organizations. Furthermore, in

these articles jobs differ based on specialized tasks rather than task breadth.

This article is also related to work on organizational design and incentives. Hart and Moore

(2005) consider the allocation of decision rights amongst identical agents and show that coordina-

tors (those who combine several assets or alternatively those who multi-task) should be senior to

specialists in a hierarchy.1 Thus, they provide a foundation for viewing management as a multi-task

job. Lazear (2005b) and Lazear (2000) show how organizations design incentives to attract a more

able pool of workers where ability is modeled as a single dimensional variable. Finally, this article

adds to a well established theory of incentives in organizations.2 The main departure from these

theories is that workers are assumed to be heterogenous here.

Another approach to hierarchical assignments is one where workers abilities are measured by

the information they can process (Prat (1997), Geanakoplos and Milgrom (1991)). A more recent

article by Ferreira and Sah (2007) takes a different approach by focussing on a tradeoff between

information processing and communication costs. Specialists can process information in one area

but cannot communicate with specialists in other areas. Generalists on the other hand cannot

process information in any area but can communicate with specialists. They go on to show that

when information from various specialists is valuable, generalists are allocated decision making

authority. Their article is similar to mine in the distinction they make between generalists and

specialists. The difference though, is in the approach taken. My main objective is to suggest a new

way to classify jobs based on multi-tasking whereas their focus is to study the tradeoff between

specialization and communication costs. Also they do not examine compensation and incentive
1Also see Becker and Murphy (1992) and Harris and Raviv (2002) for a tradeoff between specialization and

coordination.
2The benchmark models of agency theory (Holmstrom (1979) and Grossman and Hart (1983)) show that tying

pay to a noisy signal of effort involves a tradeoff between insurance and incentives. Subsequent articles examine the
problem of inducing effort in settings with multiple tasks (Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), Baker (1992)), multiple
agents (Lazear and Rosen (1981), Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987)) or both (Itoh (1994)).
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issues at all.

2 Model

I build on a model by MacDonald and Marx (2001)3 with a risk neutral principal and a continuum

of risk averse agents. There are two tasks with each task having two outcomes, 0 and 1, where 0

denotes failure and 1 denotes success. Each agent is endowed with one unit of time which he splits

across two tasks. The probability of success for each task is equal to the time that an agent puts

into that particular task and these probabilities are independent across tasks. The principal gets a

benefit of Qh if both tasks are successful, a benefit of Ql < Qh if only one task is successful, and 0

if no task is successful.

There are three types of agents who are differentiated based on their abilities across tasks.

These abilities are modeled through an agent’s cost function. An agent who is less able incurs

a higher effort cost for any given time t spent on the task. The first type is a specialist in task

1 and his cost function is given by φs1(ts1) = αsts1 + βs(1 − ts1) with αs < βs, where ts1 is the

time that this agent spends at task 1. Likewise, a specialist at task 2 has a cost function given by

φs2(ts2) = αsts2 + βs(1 − ts2) where ts2 is the time that this agent spends at task 2. Let αs = α

and βs = β. As both types of specialists are symmetric, I use the subscript s to denote either

specialist when it does not cause any confusion. Finally the third type has a cost function given

by φg(tg) = αgtg + βg(1 − tg) with αg = βg = 1. I call this type a generalist. Let qg denote the

fraction of agents who are generalists and qsj denote the fraction of agents who are specialists at

task j. For simplicity, I assume that half the agents are generalists and the remaining half are split

equally into specialists of either task.

Contracts specify a reward for each possible outcome. A contract is given by the vector

(fi, p1i, p2i, ni) where f denotes the payment to an agent in the event of full success, p1 denotes the

payment for success only on task 1, p2 denotes the payment for success only on task 2, n denotes
3Also see Bardsley (2001) for a similar framework.
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the payment for no success and the subscript i denotes the type of the agent.

The following table summarizes the various outcomes, their associated probabilities, benefits to

the principal and contracts.

Outcomes (1, 1) (1, 0) (0, 1) (0,0)

Probabilities t(1− t) t2 (1− t)2 t(1− t)

Benefits Qh Ql Ql 0

Contracts fi p1i p2i ni

Agents are risk averse and maximize expected utility. Type i′s expected utility given a contract

and his time allocation is given by

Vi(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti) = ti(1− ti)(u(fi) + u(ni)) + t2i u(p1i) + (1− ti)2u(p2i)− φi(ti)

where u is strictly increasing, strictly concave and twice continuously differentiable. All types of

agents have a reservation utility denoted by u0. The principal’s expected profit is given by

π(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti) =
∑

i

qi(R(ti)− Ci(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti))

where the revenue for type i is given by R(ti) = ti(1 − ti)Qh + (t2i + (1 − ti)2)Ql, and where

Ci(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti) is the expected cost for type i associated with the contract (fi, p1i, p2i, ni).

The following assumption is made to ensure that some task assignments involve multiple tasks.

Assumption 1. 0 < (Qh − 2Ql)

The inequality states that tasks are complementary for a given agent. To see this more clearly,

define t′i = (1 − ti). Thus t′i is the time that an agent puts into his high cost task. Then the

inequality in Assumption 1 states that the cross partial of the principal’s expected revenue with

respect to ti and t′i is positive. Thus the marginal benefit that the principal gets from having an

agent perform one task increases in the level of the second task.
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The article proceeds in the following way. I start with the full information case where an agent’s

time allocation and abilities are observed. This part examines the assignment problem and serves

as a benchmark for the rest of the article. I then allow agents to have private information about

their time allocation and examine how this affects assignments. Finally, I allow agents to have

private information about their abilities also and find the optimal sorting contract.

2 Full Information. This subsection assumes that agents have no private information and

examines assignments in this setting. For any given type i, the full information problem can be

written down as

Max
fi,p1i,p2i,ni;ti

π(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti)

subject to an individual rationality constraint

(IRif ) Vi(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti) ≥ u0

The first two propositions of the article examine how assignments depend on relative abilities

of agents. The proofs of most of the propositions and lemmas that follow are in Appendix A.4

Proposition 1. In the full information case, the optimal contract for the generalist sets fg = p1g =

p2g = ng = u−1(u0 + 1) with tg =
1

2
and the optimal contract for a specialist sets fs = p1s = p2s =

ns = u−1(u0 + αts + β(1− ts)) with ts >
1

2
.

This proposition says that balance matters when jobs differ based on the breadth of tasks.

Generalists multi-task (they split time equally cross tasks) whereas specialists spend more time on

the task that they are good at.

The intuition for this result can be seen more clearly from the principal’s first order conditions.

The marginal benefit from splitting time more equally across tasks is given by (1− 2ti)(Qh − 2Ql)
4The remaining proofs can be found in separate web appendix at http://research.economics.unsw.edu.au/sprasad/.
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whereas the marginal cost to the principal, given that an agent is held to his reservation utility,

is given by
1

u′
(βi − αi). Because of complementarities, the marginal benefit of splitting time more

equally is strictly positive and the same for both types. The difference in assignments arises because

of relative abilities. The marginal cost of getting a generalist to split time more evenly across tasks

is 0 whereas in the case of a specialist it is strictly positive.

The next proposition examines how the degree of specialization varies with relative abilities.

Because the focus is on specialists, I drop the subscript associated with t for this proposition.

Proposition 2. Fix β. Suppose −
u′′(u−1(u0 + αt + β(1− t)))

u′(u−1(u0 + αt + β(1− t)))
≤

1

β − α
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and for

all α ∈ (0, β). Then the optimal time allocation t for the full information case is decreasing in α.

Similarly, if we fix α then t is increasing in β.

Proposition 2 is useful because it clearly illustrates how this model differs from hierarchy the-

ories. In fact, it forms the basis for the empirical analysis that follows in the article. To make

things more concrete, think of a research organization with two tasks: research and supervision

and consider the assignment of research scientists (specialists at research). Then Proposition 2

says that holding supervisory ability fixed, scientists with higher research ability should specialize

more in research whereas those with lower research ability should perform a mix of research and

supervision. This is in contrast to hierarchy theories which suggest that the most able workers

should be assigned to management.

To see the intuition for this result look at the marginal cost for getting an agent to split time

more evenly across tasks. This is given by
1

u′(u−1(u0 + αt + β(1− t)))
(β−α). Hold t fixed. Then as

α falls the term β−α increases which increases the marginal cost of splitting time equally whereas

the term
1

u′
decreases which reduces the marginal cost of splitting time more equally across tasks.

Proposition 2 says if that agents are not too risk averse then the first effect dominates the second

effect.

To make the analysis simpler, I make an additional assumption on the cost function of specialists.
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Assumption 2. (Qh − 2Ql) <
β − α

u′(u−1(u0 + α))

This assumption says that the marginal cost from getting a specialist to spend a small amount

of time on the task he is less able at outweighs the benefits from complementarities. Assumption

2 simplifies the problem and allows me to restrict my attention to assignments where a specialist

puts in all of his time into his low cost task.

In the next subsections, I introduce asymmetric information into the model.

2 Unobservable Time Allocation. In this subsection I assume that an agent’s type is observ-

able but that his allocation of time across tasks is not. Though the allocation of time across tasks

is not observable, the principal can observe the total time put into both tasks. Allowing total time

to be observable, simplifies the analysis and leads to a clearer illustration of the main tradeoffs in

the model. In Section 3, I relax the assumption of total time being observable and show that the

main results of the model go through qualitatively.

When agents have private information about their time allocation, the principal’s problem for

any given type i is

Max
fi,p1i,p2i,ni;ti

π(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti)

subject to a time allocation or moral hazard constraint given by

(MHi) ti ∈ argmax Vi(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti)

and subject to an individual rationality constraint

(IRi) Max
ti

Vi(fi, p1i, p2i, ni; ti) ≥ u0

The next proposition characterizes optimal assignments and contracts for both types when their

time allocation is unobservable.
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Proposition 3. When an agent’s time allocation is unobservable, the optimal contract for a gener-

alist sets fg = p1g = p2g = ng = u−1(u0 + 1) with tg =
1

2
and the optimal contract for the specialist

sets fs = p1s = p2s = ns = u−1(u0 + α) with ts = 1.

Proposition 3 says that there is no distortion in assignments when an agent privately observes

time allocations. This proposition depends on the simplifications made to the type space. In

particular, it depends on the assumption that generalists are equally able at both tasks and that

specialists have a very strong advantage in one task.

2 Unobservable Types and Time Allocation. This subsection looks at the case where agents

have private information about their time allocation and their abilities. To make things interesting

I assume that α < 1. This assumption says that a specialist has an absolute advantage over a

generalist in the task that he is good at. Also for exposition purposes, I restrict my attention to

contracts that pay the same for both kinds of partial success. In section 3, I relax this assumption

and show that a variant of the main result in this section still holds. For the rest of this section,

denote p1i = p2i = pi.

Because α < 1, contracts in the previous subsection are not incentive compatible when types

are unobserved. To see this notice that the optimal contract for a specialist sets ts = 1 and

Vs(fs, ps, ns; 1) = u(ps)− α = u0 whereas the optimal contract for a generalist sets u(pg) = u0 + 1.

By taking the generalist’s contract and putting in all his time into his cheaper task a specialist

gets Vs(fg, pg, ng; 1) = u(pg) − α = u0 + (1 − α) > u0. Figure 1 illustrates the intuition. On the

horizontal axis we have outcomes whereas on the vertical axis we have utilities associated with

each outcome. A generalist’s contract is given by the shaded bar whereas the specialist’s contract

is shown as the unshaded bar. We can see that the specialist by taking a generalist’s contract can

get a higher payment for partial success without altering his allocation of time leading to higher

utility.

This leads us to a standard result in adverse selection models. A specialist has to be paid an

information rent to prevent him from taking a generalist’s contract. In this section I will look at
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(1,1) (1,0) or (0,1) (0,0)

utility

outcomes

u
0

+1

u0+α

Figure 1: Observable Types

ways in which the principal can reduce this information rent when types are privately observable.

Following Myerson (1982), I use a modified version of the revelation principle and restrict my

attention to contracts that satisfy two conditions. First, for each type, the contract specifies how

time should be allocated across tasks and a payment for each possible outcome. Second, agents

report their types truthfully and choose the time allocation specified for any given type. The

principal’s problem is given by

Max
fi,pi,ni,ti

∑

i

qi[ti(1− ti)(Qh − fi − ni) + (t2i + (1− ti)2)(Ql − pi)]

subject to moral hazard constraints (MHi), and individual rationality constraints (IRi) for all

types i, and additionally subject to incentive compatibility conditions for all types i and i′ with

i 6= i′,

(ICi,i′) Max
ti

Vi(fi, pi, ni; ti) ≥ Max
ti

Vi(fi′ , pi′ , ni′ ; ti)
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As the payments on both partial success outcomes are equal we can rewrite the agent’s expected

utilities as

Vi(fi, pi, ni; ti) = u(pi) + ti(1− ti)(∆fi −∆pi)− φi(ti) (1)

where ∆fi = u(fi)− u(pi) and ∆pi = u(pi)− u(ni)

Thus the moral hazard constraints can be rewritten as

(MHg) tg =





1

2
if ∆fg −∆pg > 0

[0, 1] if ∆fg −∆pg = 0

0 or 1 if ∆fg −∆pg < 0

and

(MHs) ts =





1 if ∆fs −∆ps < β − α

1

2
(1 +

(β − α)

(∆fs −∆ps)
) if ∆fs −∆ps ≥ β − α

The expression ∆fi −∆pi has a natural interpretation in terms of complementarities. It is the

expression we get if we take the cross partial of equation (1) with respect to ti and t′i. In other

words ∆fi−∆pi measures the extent to which an agent views the tasks as complementary in terms

of his preferences. I refer to the term, ∆fi −∆pi, as incentive complementarities.

The problem above is complicated and has twelve constraints. I start by leaving out the incentive

compatibility conditions of a generalist who claims to be a specialist and check that these constraints

hold at the optimum. This reduces the number of constraints to ten. The objective of the next few

lemmas is to make the problem simpler to solve by eliminating or simplifying some of the constraints.
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Henceforth let t∗i denote agent i′s time allocation for a contract (fi, pi, ni) that satisfies the moral

hazard constraint.

The following lemma shows that the optimal contract with privately observable types imple-

ments the same time allocation as the case where types are observable. Therefore there is no

inefficiency with respect to each type’s time allocation.

Lemma 1. In the case with moral hazard and adverse selection, the optimal contract sets ∆fg −

∆pg ≥ 0 with tg =
1

2
and ∆fs −∆ps ≤ β − α with ts = 1.

Lemma 1 states that there is no distortion in the allocation of time because of un-observability of

types. A standard model of adverse selection suggests that this should be true for a specialist. What

is interesting is that this result holds for a generalist also. To understand this result let us consider

a contract with ∆fg − ∆pg < 0 and tg = 1 that distorts a generalist’s time allocation relative to

the full information case. Because there is no risk associated with this contract the principal has to

pay at least u−1(u0 + 1) for partial success in order to satisfy (IRg). Thus distorting a generalist’s

first best time allocation does not reduce a specialist’s information rent. Two assumptions play

an important role in Lemma 1; generalists have equal effort costs across tasks and that payments

for partial success are symmetric. Relaxing either of these assumptions will lead to a distortion

in the generalist’s time allocation. Lemma 1 is also useful because it allows us to explicitly solve

for the optimal time allocations and substitute them into the individual rationality and incentive

compatibility conditions.

The following lemma states that payments on full and no success should be the same for a

generalist.

Lemma 2. In the case with moral hazard and adverse selection, the optimal contract sets fg = ng.

Lemma 2 says that whenever contracts are not flat then they are non-monotonic. The result

arises because the probabilities associated with full and no success are exactly the same. In order

to get a generalist to split his time equally, the principal must reward those outcomes that are
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more likely to arise when time is split evenly. As both of the outcomes, full and no success, have

the same probabilities, they convey the same information about how time is split and hence have

to be rewarded the same. Differentiating payments on both of these outcomes will only add more

risk. Lemma 2 depends crucially on the assumption that the principal can observe the total time

allocated to both tasks. As we will see in Section 3, relaxing this assumption will place limits

on rewards for the no success outcome. Also from this lemma we know that at the optimum

∆fg = −∆pg and this simplifies things greatly.

The next lemma is extremely useful in simplifying the problem further.

Lemma 3. In the case with moral hazard and adverse selection, the optimal contract sets ps1 =

ps2 = ps. There is no loss in generality in setting fs1 = fs2 = fs and ns1 = ns2 = ns.

Combined with Lemma 1, the above lemma allows us to treat both types of specialists sym-

metrically. This is because fsj and nsj do not enter into the constraints any more when tsj = 1.

We can, therefore, replace all the constraints with the subscripts sj and sj′ with the subscripts s.

I now show that the generalist’s individual rationality constraint must bind. Otherwise the

principal can always reduce his costs without violating any of the incentive constraints.

Lemma 4. In the case with moral hazard and adverse selection, the optimal contract has (IRg)

binding.

In Lemma 1 we saw that setting ∆fg−∆pg < 0 is never optimal because it does not reduce the

information rent that a specialist must be paid. This leaves the principal with only one other option

to explore, setting ∆fg − ∆pg > 0. The following proposition shows that if contracts satisfy the

necessary conditions for optimality that are stated in Lemma’s 1 to 4, then increasing the difference

between payments on full and partial success reduces the information rent that has to be paid to

a specialist. The way to see this is by looking at the effect ∆fg −∆pg has on the right hand side

of (ICsg).

Proposition 4. Consider the case with moral hazard and adverse selection. Suppose we restrict
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our attention to contracts that satisfy fg = ng, ∆fg −∆pg ≥ 0 and where (IRg) binds. Then the

utility that a specialist gets from taking a generalist’s contract is strictly decreasing in ∆fg −∆pg.

An explanation for the intuition of Proposition 4 can be provided through figures 1 and 2. Let

(fg, pg, ng) be the full information contract in Figure 1 with u(fg) = u(pg) = u(ng) = u0 + 1.

Now consider an alternative contract (f ′g, n′g, p′g) that satisfies (IRg), with f ′g = n′g, and with

∆f ′g = 2ε > 0. Substituting the definition of ∆f ′g in (IRg) we have u(f ′g) = u(fg) + ε and

u(p′g) = u(pg)− ε.

The contract (f ′g, n′g, p′g) is depicted in Figure 2. Notice that this contract involves a utility loss

of ε for partial success and an equal gain of ε in utility for full and no success. A specialist would

benefit from this contract if he could place greater weight on the gain in utility and less weight on

the loss. But because he has a relative cost advantage in one task he always chooses t∗s >
1

2
and

thus the expected utility loss outweighs the expected utility gain.

Another way to view the above result is that the same tradeoff between complementarities and

relative abilities that influences assignments can also be used to reduce information rents. An

increase in incentive complementarities benefits generalists more than specialists.

2 Optimal Contract. Proposition 4 gives us a key insight. Increasing information comple-

mentarities for a generalist can reduce information rents. What the proposition ignores is that it

also increases the risk that a generalist bears because rewards are now tied to outcomes that are

random. The optimal contract trades off both of these effects. From now on, I replace (ICsg) with

(ICs).

We can use all the necessary conditions for an optimal contract derived in the previous subsection

to simplify the problem. In particular we know that ∆fg −∆pg ≥ 0 and ∆fs−∆ps ≤ β −α which

implies t∗g =
1

2
and t∗s = 1. This simplifies (IRg) and the left hand side of (ICs) where ti can be

replaced by numbers. Only the right hand side of (ICs) is slightly complicated because ts depends

on how large ∆fg −∆pg is relative to β − α.
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(1,1) (1,0) or (0,1) (0,0)

utility

outcomes

u
0

+1

u0+α

u0+1+ ε

u0+1- ε

Figure 2: Information Rents

Given the results from the previous subsection the principal’s problem can be rewritten. Define

h = u−1. Using the results from Lemma 1 and substituting the moral hazard constraints for both

types, we can rewrite the problem as

Max
ufg ,upg,ups

− (
1

4
h(ufg) +

1

4
h(upg) +

1

2
h(upg))

(IR′
g)

1

2
(ufg + upg)− 1 ≥ u0

(IR′
s) ups − α ≥ u0
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and the incentive compatibility condition

(IC ′
s) ups − α ≥





1

2
(ufg + upg) +

1

8

(β − α)2

ufg − upg
+

β − α

2
− 1 if ∆fg −∆pg > β − α

upg − α if ∆fg −∆pg ≤ β − α

Because u is strictly concave it follows that h is strictly convex and thus the objective function

is strictly concave. It can also be checked that the constraint set is convex. I now show that the

optimal contract does impose some amount of risk on a generalist.

Proposition 5. Consider the case with moral hazard and adverse selection. The optimal contract

for the generalist sets ∆fg−∆pg > 0 and therefore is more risky than the full information contract.

Generalists earn higher expected wages than specialists.

Proposition 5 characterizes the tradeoff between information rents paid to a specialist and the

risk that a generalist bears. This proposition can be understood by looking at a hypothetical case

where agents are risk neutral. Starting from the full information optimal contract, the principal

can reduce pg and increase fg and ng to keep the generalist’s expected payment exactly the same

without altering his incentives to split his time. From Proposition 4 we know that this reduces the

information rent paid to a specialist. Because agents are risk neutral the principal increases his

profits. This line of reasoning extends to the case where agents are risk averse because they are

risk neutral at the margin. So by increasing fg and ng and by reducing pg by very small amounts

the principal can reduce information rents of the specialist without adding substantial risk to a

generalist, thereby increasing profits.

It is also useful to look more carefully at why a generalist bears more risk. The first reason

is the obvious one; payments vary across outcomes. The second and more important reason is

that because probabilities across tasks are independent the probabilities of full and no success are

bounded above. When payments are highly contingent on full and no success there is very little an

agent can do to ensure that these particular outcomes are realized.
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The key point to note in this section is that the tradeoff between complementarities and relative

abilities that plays an important role in the assignment problem also influences the design of sorting

incentives. By increasing incentive complementarities for a generalist, the principal makes it more

costly for a specialist to lie about his type.

3 Robustness

In solving for the optimal contract in the previous section, I made two simplifying assumptions. In

this section I will relax these assumptions to show that the results of the model are robust.

2 Different Payments on Partial Success. So far, I have restricted my attention to contracts

that pay equally for both partial success outcomes. This assumption makes the problem tractable

and allows for a cleaner exposition of the results. Though the symmetry of the problem suggests

that optimal contracts should set payments on partial success equal, it is difficult to establish this

result. Setting payments equal on partial success for a generalist has three effects. First, both types

of specialists are treated symmetrically with respect to their information rents. Second, because

of complementarities the principal can earn a higher expected benefit. Finally, the principal may

have to pay a higher expected wage when payments on full and no success exceed payments on

partial success. To disentangle all of these effects and find conditions under which payments on

partial success are equal is difficult.

In this section, I allow for more general contracts that pay differently for each partial success

outcome and show that if complementarities are sufficiently large then the optimal contract still

pays more in the event of full and no success and less in the case of partial success. Proposition 6

states this formally.

Proposition 6. Let p1g and p2g denote payments for partial success on task 1 and task 2 respec-

tively. Then the optimal contract sets tsj = 1 for both specialists. Also if Qh is sufficiently large

then the optimal contract for a generalist sets fg = ng > max{p1g, p2g}.
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This proposition says that even though the principal does not set payments on partial success

equal, he still screens types by varying payments between full and no success and partial success.

2 Unobservable Total Time. In the previous section I assumed that agents had two sources of

private information; their relative abilities across tasks and their allocation of a unit of time across

tasks. In this subsection, I add a third source of private information: the total time that an agent

allocates to both tasks. This assumption places constraints on the rewards that a principal offers

for the no success outcome. In particular, if payments on the no success outcome are too high then

the agent will not work at all. To simplify things I focus on a case with one specialist (a specialist

at task 1) and where payments on both kinds of partial success are equal. I also assume that the

parameters of the model are such that the principal finds it most profitable to make both types of

agents allocate their entire unit of time to work.

Denote the time put into the first task by agent i by ti and the time put into the second task

by t′i. The expected utility in this case for a generalist and a specialist are given by

Vg(fg, pg, ng; tg) = u(ng) + (tg + t′g)(∆pg − 1) + tgt
′
g(∆fg −∆pg) (2)

Vs(fs, ps, ns; ts) = u(ns) + ts(∆ps − α) + t′s(∆ps − β) + tst
′
s(∆fs −∆ps) (3)

The generalist’s expected utility clearly shows the incentive problem that the principal faces. As

in the previous section ∆fi −∆pi provides incentives to split time. The difference here is that the

principal also has to provide incentives for the agent to spend some time working. These incentives

are captured by the term ∆pi − 1.

I first examine optimal contracts with moral hazard5, but with types known, and then go on

to look at optimal screening contracts in a case with moral hazard and adverse selection. Also

Assumption 1 which says that the tasks are complementary for the principal is replaced by a

stronger assumption.
5Now moral hazard is with respect to both the allocation of time across tasks and the total time exerted.
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Assumption 3. Qh − 2Ql > u−1(u0 + 2) + u−1(u0)− 2u−1(u0 + 1)

Assumption 3 allows me to focus on contracts where a generalist allocates time equally across

tasks. In particular, it states that complementarities are sufficiently strong to overcome the risk

premium paid to a generalist because of total time being unobservable.

The following Lemma characterizes the optimal contract when the principal can observe types.

Lemma 5. Consider the case where types are observable but where the total time along with the

time allocation across tasks is unobservable. Then the optimal contract for a generalist sets ∆fg =

∆pg = 1 and u(ng) = u0 with tg =
1

2
and the optimal contract for a specialist sets ∆fs−∆ps ≤ β−α

with ts = 1.

The key intuition underlying Lemma 5 relates to the payment for the no success outcome. This

reward cannot be higher than u0 otherwise a generalist will do no work and get more than his

reservation utility. Thus the principal has to offset this constraint by raising payments on full

success to ensure that a generalist splits time equally across tasks. The interesting thing to note

here is that even though incentive complementarities are 0, a generalist still bears risk.

Now I assume that types are not observable along with moral hazard and characterize the

optimal contract.

Proposition 7. Consider the case where types are unobservable and where the total time along

with the time allocation across tasks is unobservable. Suppose u′(u−1(u0 + 1))− u′(u−1(u0 + 2)) is

sufficiently small. Then the optimal contract for a generalist sets u(ng) = u0, ∆fg −∆pg > 0 and

∆pg − 1 < 0 with tg =
1

2
and the optimal contract for a specialist sets ∆fs − ∆ps ≤ β − α with

ts = 1 .

Proposition 7 says that incentive complementarities play a sorting role even when the total

time allocation is unobservable. The only qualification is that an agent’s marginal utility must not

decrease too much in wealth. The critical point here is that an unobservable total time allocation
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imposes a constraint on the no success payment. Because of this, the only way to increase incentive

complementarities is to push payments on full success up and payments on partial success down.

But this is costly because an agents utility function is concave. However, if an agents marginal

utility does not decline too rapidly in wealth then the benefits of incentive complementarities offset

the costs.

Though incentive complementarities play a role, the optimal contract in this setting need not

be non-monotone. Only when incentive complementarities are sufficiently large, will payments on

no success exceed payments on partial success. This is the main difference between Proposition 7

and it’s counterpart in Section 2, Proposition 5.

4 Implications and Evidence

2 Hypothesis and Empirical Specification. To see how this article differs from hierarchy

theories, consider the assignment of scientists to managerial positions in a research organization.

Suppose there are two tasks, research and supervision; research tasks require scientific knowledge

whereas supervision requires good communication, social and decision making skills. Hold supervi-

sory skills fixed. Standard hierarchical models (Calvo and Wellisz (1979), Rosen (1982), Waldman

(1984), Murphy (1986), Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006)) suggest that scientists with higher

research ability should specialize in supervision. Proposition 2 in this article, however, suggests

scientists who are less able at research should combine research with supervision. This can be

formally restated in the hypothesis below.

Hypothesis. Hold supervisory skills fixed. Then research scientists with higher research ability

should specialize more in research (relative abilities) whereas those with lower research ability

should be assigned to a mix of supervision and research tasks (multi-tasking). The hypothesis, can

be tested using the following probit specification.
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Prob(MANAGERi,t+1) = Φ(β0 + β1RESEARCHABILi,t + β2SUPABILi,t

+β3RESEARCHABILi,t.INDUSTRYi,t + β4Xi,t)

where i denotes an individual and where MANAGERt+1 is a dummy variable which takes

the value 1 if a scientist is assigned to management from the date’s t to t + 1.6 The variables

RESEARCHABILt and SUPABILt are measures of research and supervisory ability respectively

at date t. The vector Xt consists of industry, firm and individual controls at date t. Finally because

measures of research ability may differ across industries, an interaction term with research ability

and the industry of a worker is also included in the specification. Given the specification above,

the central hypothesis is simple to state. The model in this article suggests that β1 < 0 and β2 > 0,

whereas hierarchy theories suggest that β1 > 0 and β2 > 0.

Before testing this hypothesis, it is useful to characterize the attributes that an ideal data set

should have. Consider research ability first. Because research in non-academic organizations is

usually tied to innovation, a useful starting point is patent data. Earlier work on the measurement

of innovation relied on patent counts (see Griliches (1990) for a survey)7. But subsequent studies

have shown that patents are a noisy measure of research ability. For example, Cohen, Nelson, and

Walsh (2000) use survey data on R&D labs in the U.S. manufacturing sector and find that firms

often patent for reasons other than profiting directly from their innovations. These reasons include

blocking rivals firms from patenting, increasing bargaining power, and preventing litigation. Patent

citations are one way to overcome some of these limitations (Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg (2001)).

A second aspect of research in non-academic settings that is important is the generation of scientific

knowledge. This is because scientific knowledge often serves as a foundation for innovations.8 Thus
6Indexing the variables by t allows me to track job assignments over time. This is necessary in the empirical

analysis because workers may be assigned to jobs at different points of time.
7Griliches (1990) surveys a number of articles which try to validate the use of patent counts as a measure of

research productivity. This includes relating patents to R&D expenditures, commercial innovations, patent renewal
rates and fees, and stock market values.

8There is a large literature that studies the tradeoff between patenting and publishing. Some studies find that
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the ideal data set should also have publication data.

Second, the ideal data set should have measures of supervisory ability. One way to measure

this is to consider productivity differences amongst groups of subordinates managed by different

supervisors. Third, the data set should have detailed information on tasks, especially related

to multi-tasking. Finally, there should be a set of individual, firm and industry level controls

to account for heterogeneity in the sample. Fortunately, one data set, the Survey of Doctorate

Recipients (SDR), comes sufficiently close to having attributes of the ideal data set.

2 Survey of Doctorate Recipients. The Survey of Doctorate Recipients (SDR) is a biennial

survey of scientists and engineers with doctoral degrees granted by institutions in the United States.

The data collection till the year 2001 relied on paper questionnaires whereas computer assisted

telephone interviews and self administered online questionnaires were introduced in the year 2003.

Four features of this data set are important for this study. First, it has information on the number

of patents and publications granted to research scientists over five year periods. I use these as

proxies for how able scientists are at research. Second, it has information on the number of workers

that a scientist directly supervises which I use as a proxy for supervisory ability. Third, it has

detailed information on the tasks that a worker performed in any given period and allows me to

track how these tasks changed over time. Fourth, it has detailed information at the level of the

individual and industry and to a lesser extent, at the firm level.

To be sure, the data set does have limitations. As mentioned above, though various measures of

patent counts have been used in the past to account for research productivity (see Henderson and

Cockburn (1996))9, they are noisy. Better measures of research ability would include patent and

publication citations. Second, the SDR data set does not have detailed firm level information. This

is a limitation, given that studies have shown that firms, even within the same industry, vary in

patents and publications are complementary (Agrawal and Henderson (2002)) whereas others show a conflict between
patents and publications (Gittelman and Kogut (2003), Calderini, Franzoni, and Vezzulli (2004)). Though this
tradeoff is interesting it lies beyond the scope of this article.

9Henderson and Cockburn (1996) study the effect of economies of scale and scope on research productivity. They
use patent counts to measure research productivity but only include those patents which were granted in at least two
of three major jurisdictions: Japan, Europe and United States.
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their research productivity.10 But this is the only data set I know of that has detailed information

about tasks, supervisory data and patent and publication measures and thus serves as a good

starting point for testing the hypothesis.

In the analysis that follows, I restrict my attention to the two most recent years of the panel,

2001 (corresponds to date t in the empirical specification) and 2003 (corresponds to date t+1 in the

empirical specification). I start by summarizing activities into the three categories listed in Table 1.

These are research activities, supervision, and other activities. The research activities vary in terms

of how applied they are. At one end of the spectrum is basic research where research is done for the

sake of gaining knowledge whereas at the other end of the spectrum are design and development

tasks which are more application oriented. The definition of supervision in the survey is assigning

duties to workers and recommending or initiating actions such as hiring, firing or promoting.

Because supervision may have a different context for individuals in academic institutions or those

who are self employed, I drop both of these groups from the sample.

I then divide scientists into three groups based on their summarized primary and secondary

activities. The primary activity is defined as the activity on which a scientist spends the most time

on and a secondary activity is the activity he spends the second most time on. The first group is

called the research group and their primary and secondary tasks are research tasks. The second

group combines research with supervision and is called the research manager group. Finally the

last group consists of all the remaining scientists who perform other tasks. This group is called the

other scientists group. The main scientist groups that are used in the analysis are listed in Table

2.

Given this information, I proceed in the following way. I start with the year 2001 and restrict

my attention to scientists belonging to the research group. So in terms of the main tasks they
10Henderson and Cockburn (1996) and Henderson and Cockburn (1994) have shown, within the context of the phar-

maceutical industry, that firm dummies have a large effect on research productivity. Similarly Gambardella (1995),
using case studies in the pharmaceutical industry, shows that innovation and market performance are cumulative
leading to differences amongst firms.
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perform this group is homogeneous.11 I then track this group over two years to see how their

activities change. Those who do tasks that are not research or supervision are dropped from the

sample. After dropping outliers there are 1305 observations in the sample.12 938 scientists have

both their primary and secondary tasks as research in 2003 (MANAGER03 = 0) and 367 of them

combine research with a supervisory task in 2003 (MANAGER03 = 1). No individual in the

sample has supervision and management as both a primary and secondary task. Even if we took a

broad view of management as involving other administrative tasks, only 32 individuals specialize

in management. This suggests that management, within the context of research scientists, is a

multi-task activity with both research and supervisory tasks.

The implication that relative abilities matter for assignments requires two pieces of information.

First we need to know how workers differ in their abilities across tasks in the year 2001. Second,

we need to know how workers are assigned to tasks based on their abilities in 2003.

I use patent and publishing data that survey respondents reported to construct proxies for

research ability. Each of these is over a five year horizon from 1996 to 2001. The first proxy for

research ability is a dummy variable denoted by PATINV01 which specifies whether the scientist

applied for a patent (named as an inventor). Not all individuals in this group though are granted

patents. The second measure of research ability, PATGRT01, lists the number of patents granted

to an inventor. The third measure is PATCOM01 which lists the number of patents that resulted

in commercial products.

Although innovation is central to non-academic research organizations, the generation of scien-

tific knowledge often serves as a foundation for these innovations. Differentiating innovators based

on publications in refereed journals is one way to account for this foundation. Thus I restrict

my attention to individuals in the sample who were granted patents and define a new variable

PUBLISH01. This variable takes the value 1 if an inventor has published an article in a refereed
11The main results in this section continue to hold qualitatively when I consider research managers as well in the

year 2001.
12Details on the construction of the sample are in a separate web appendix at

http://research.economics.unsw.edu.au/sprasad/.
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journal and 0 otherwise. We should expect that this variable is more important in research oriented

firms which provide research services to other firms.

For ability at the supervision task, I use the number of workers supervised directly in the year

2001 as a proxy and this is denoted by the variable SUPDIR01. One problem with this is that the

number of workers supervised directly may depend on firm size but I control for this using a set of

dummies where workers report their firm size. The data set also has information on the number of

workers indirectly supervised but this is a more difficult variable to interpret.13

There are three main sets of controls. The first set of variables controls for industry using

2002 census industry codes.14 There are three main industry codes that scientists come under.

About 30 percent of scientists are classified as the professional scientist services group. These firms

can be viewed as research intensive firms and the sub categories include research and development

services and computer systems design services. The second industry is manufacturing. About 42

per cent of the sample work for these firms. I further subdivide the manufacturing sector into 9

sub-sectors.15 Finally about 20 per cent of individuals in the sample come under the category,

public administration.16

The second set of variables controls for other firm characteristics such as the firm size reported

by survey respondents and whether the firm was a new business that was established in the past

five years. The final set of controls involves individual and job characteristics. The individual

characteristics consist of age dummies over five year intervals, major field of degree, a taste variable

dummy which takes the value 1 if an individual viewed intellectual challenge as a very important

component when thinking about a job and three measures of job satisfaction relating to intellectual
13A good scientist may not spend much time managing, but presumably makes some decisions which influence a

large number of employees. The model suggests that this scientist should then be assigned to research, as the results
later confirm. As expected, the results reverse when managers are included in the sample.

14These industry codes were included in the SDR data set for the year 2003. However, from 2001 to 2003 only 77
individuals in the sample changed their employer and job. Of these, I assume, very few would have changed their
industry.

15These sub-sectors are selected based on whether the sector has at least twenty individuals in the sample. Indi-
viduals in these sub-sectors account for around 70 per cent of those associated with manufacturing in the sample.

16Public administration is not listed as an industry code in the census and thus had to be added into the data set
by the NSF.
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challenge, salary and benefits. The job characteristics consist of other activities that a scientist

spent at least 10 percent of his time on, the extent to which a scientist does applied research, the

hours worked per week on a job, job salary in 2001, the number of workers supervised indirectly,

the year a scientist started a job and whether a scientist switched employers during the period 1999

to 2001 . Some of the important controls used in the analysis are listed in Appendix B.17

Table 3 shows the summary statistics across groups for some of the main variables in the analysis.

Though the research group does have higher averages for some patent measures, this difference does

not seem very large. There could be two possible reasons for this. First those with a higher number

of patents presumably supervised more workers in 2001 and thus were named on a larger number of

patents. This effect can be controlled for using the number of workers directly supervised. Second,

those with a large number of patents possibly have other traits that are positively correlated with

managerial ability such as a good work ethic, ambition and responsibility. I use the salary of a

worker in 2001 to control for this effect.

The summary statistics also give us information on how managerial jobs differ from research

jobs. The average number of workers directly supervised in 2003 for the research manager group

goes up by 86.9 per cent when compared to 2001 levels whereas the percentage increase is only 13.8

for those in the research group. Another interesting feature is that those who switch to management

are on average younger than those who do not. It appears as though non-academic scientists who

switch career tracks do so relatively earlier in their careers. To account for the fact that switching

patterns may vary across different age groups, I control for age non-linearly using age dummies

over five year intervals.

Table 4 reports marginal effects of the probit model evaluated at the mean. There are four

columns. In the first three regressions, I drop the interaction term with industry and focus on the

effect of research ability on job assignments alone. Consider the first column where the patent vari-

able is a dummy which indicates whether a scientist was named an inventor on a patent application
17A complete list of controls can be found on the web at http://research.economics.unsw.edu.au/sprasad/.
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or not for the years 1996 to 2001. Being named an inventor on a patent application over this period

decreases the probability of switching to the research manager group from 0.256 to 0.198. Thus

the probability drops by about 22 percent and this change is significant at the five per cent level.

Similarly the marginal effect for the number of patents granted on the probability of switching is

negative and significant at the ten per cent level. The third regression shows the marginal effect of

PATCOM01 on becoming a manager in 2003 and though the sign of the coefficient is negative, it

is insignificant. A possible reason for this is that very few individuals in the sample have patents

that resulted in commercial products.

Finally, consider the dummy variable PUBLISH01 and interact this with the industry dummy

variable SCISERV01 which takes the value 1 if an individual belongs to the professional scientist

services group. This group provides research services to other firms and hence publications in ad-

dition to innovation should serve as an important measure of research ability. The theory in this

article then suggests that β3 should be negative. Column IV shows the marginal effects associated

with this interaction term. Inventors in the professional scientist services group who publish are 19

per cent less likely to switch to management when compared to scientists in other organizations.

Interestingly, the marginal effect associated with publishing for inventors not belonging to research

service firms is positive (though insignificant). One possible reason is that in organizations where

the expertise of most individuals differs from outsiders who can provide useful information, a “gate-

keeper” is needed to keep abreast and “communicate” these latest findings (Cohen and Levinthal

(1990)). This information may be best communicated through management jobs.18 19

The empirical test is straightforward but provides a distinction between this model which em-

phasizes relative abilities and standard managerial assignment models which stress on absolute

abilities. Another difference from the existing literature is the focus on supervision as a multi-task
18It is useful to note that all of the coefficients associated with other industries (using professional scientists as the

base group) are negative (except for the public administration group) and some are even significant. This could be
because research service firms have a very narrow focus with the only employees being researchers.

19I also test for functional form using a likelihood ratio test and find that the statistic is significant at the five
percent level.
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activity rather than a specialized task.

2 Other Sources of Evidence. This subsection supplements the results of the SDR, by con-

sidering other sources of evidence. These sources include case studies, newspaper articles, reports

from human resource consultants and interviews with technical and human resource personnel.

The advantage of this approach is that it sheds light on the reasons firms use to assign workers

to jobs. The primary focus in this section is on “dual career tracks”. I first describe these career

tracks, then discuss why firms offer them and finally document job assignments of the top technical

personnel in some organizations. The main objective of this subsection is to suggest that relative

abilities play an important role in some managerial settings.20

A dual career track offers two career possibilities for technical professionals in an organization:

they can continue to do technical jobs or move to a management job.21 These career choices are

usually made in consultation with human resource managers and based on the skills and preferences

of a technical employee. Several firms use dual career tracks. These include technology oriented

companies such as International Business Machines (IBM) and American Telephone and Telegraph

Company (AT&T)22 and pharmaceutical firms such as Merck and Co and Eli Lilly (Thayer (1998)).

The reason firms offer these career tracks is clearly documented in a report by a leading human

resource consulting firm, Haygroup. “Alongside the evolution in work, organization design and

reward structures, came a growing awareness that technical specialists/experts were often not

effective in leadership roles-particularly those that included leadership of people.” Furthermore,

the report suggests that people who are excellent at what they do should not be pushed into

managerial roles that they are not equipped to perform.23 Similarly, a human resources director at
20Whereas the focus of this subsection is on relative abilities, there is a literature in human resource management

that emphasizes the multi-task nature of managerial jobs in research settings (see James (2002) and Cordero and
Farris (2004)).

21An interesting account of how these career tracks were designed at National Semiconductor and British Petroleum
Exploration (BPX) can be found at Moravec and McKee (1990) and Moravec (1993).

22Parallel Lines: Companies Create New Ways to Promote Employees-Without Making Them Bosses, Wall Street
Journal, 1993.

23Dual Career Tracks, Playing to People’s Strengths and Recognizing the Worth of Their Contributions, Haygroup
Working Paper, 2004.
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the pharmaceutical firm, Eli Lilly, suggests that without these career tracks, the firm was “losing

good scientists over to administration and probably had people doing work that was’nt as much

to their calling (see Thayer (1998)). All of these descriptions of dual career tracks suggest that

relative abilities are important for managerial assignments.24

The role of relative abilities is further emphasized when studying the assignments of top sci-

entists in research organizations. Most of these organizations have jobs with the title of “fellow”

or “research associate” (the title of this position varies across different organizations). These posi-

tions are for distinguished scientists in a firm and usually come with substantial freedom to pursue

research. A historical account of the DuPont Company provides an accurate description of the

job of a research associate and the qualifications required. The research associate program was

instituted by the Rayon department in Du Pont in 1946 and to be selected, a scientist had to have

the following qualifications: “men of long service, distinguished scientific attainments and high

creative potential, with capabilities for originating, organizing and conducting their own research

programs”. Furthermore, these scientists had substantial freedom to pursue research topics of their

own interest and were encouraged to publish and present their work (Hounshell and Smith (1988)).

IBM Research and AT&T labs have similar programs, where exceptional scientists are named re-

search fellows and allowed to choose their own research projects. There are a few qualifications

though. Interviews with IBM fellows indicate that some of them with good managerial skills do

take on management roles (Winslett (2003), Winslett (2005)). Second, in many cases, fellows do

have additional leadership responsibilities, besides doing research.25 However, despite this empha-

sis on leadership, these jobs are mainly research jobs. In summary, all of the examples above point

to the importance of relative abilities when assigning technical workers to managerial positions in

an organization.
24Another related objective of dual career tracks is to ensure that workers are satisfied with their jobs and career

prospects so that they do not leave the firm.
25For example at a chemicals company, Rohm and Haas, fellows are responsible for developing new technologies

and mentoring junior scientists (Thayer (1998)).
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5 Conclusion

This article examines task assignments in a multi-task setting. Assignments are determined by a

tradeoff between relative abilities and complementarities between tasks. As a result, workers with

balanced abilities get assigned to multiple tasks whereas those with a relative advantage in one

task specialize more in that task.

I then assume that workers have private information about their abilities and their allocation

of time across tasks and show how contracts get workers to reveal this information. The optimal

sorting contract for a multiple task assignment pays more in the event of full success and no success

and less in the event of partial success. This contract reduces the information rent of a specialist

who finds it more costly to split his time equally across tasks but increases the risk that a generalist

bears.

Finally, I use patent and publication data on research scientists to study managerial assignments

in a multi-task setting. Using data on research scientists, I show that holding supervisory ability

fixed, scientists with more patents and inventors in research organizations who publish are less

likely to switch to a mix of research and supervisory tasks. I supplement this analysis with other

sources of evidence such as case studies, reports, and interviews.

Though this article primarily addresses job assignments in research organizations, the analy-

sis should hold across other occupations as well. Consider managerial assignments for lawyers,

consultants and academics. In all of these cases management can be viewed as a broad job with

very different tasks; some tasks are related to an individual’s area of expertise whereas other tasks

require supervisory skills. This article can also be applied to non-managerial settings. For exam-

ple, consider economists in business schools versus economists in economics departments. Business

schools give equal importance to teaching business students and doing research whereas traditional

economics departments tend to emphasize the latter.26 The framework developed here can be used

to analyze how different economists are assigned across these jobs and how compensation schemes
26I would like to thank a referee for suggesting this example.
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sort them. Though the model in this article abstracts from hierarchies, the basic tradeoff between

relative abilities and complementarities should hold in a hierarchical model as well. This is an area

for future research.

Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1: This proof consists of two parts. The first part shows that optimal

contracts involve agents bearing no risk and the second part looks at time allocations for both types.

For now consider two types, a generalist and a specialist at task 1. The proof for a specialist at task

2 is exactly the same but requires different notation. Fix ti ∈ (0, 1) and suppose to the contrary

that the optimal contract (fi, p1i, p2i, ni) has payments varying over some outcomes. Consider a

new contract (f ′i , p
′
1i, p

′
2i, n

′
i) given by

f ′i = p′1i = p′2i = n′i = ti(1− ti)(fi + ni) + t2i p1i + (1− ti)2p2i − ε

where ε > 0. As u is strictly concave, for a sufficiently small ε we have

u(ti(1− ti)(fi + ni) + t2i p1i + (1− ti)2p2i − ε) > ti(1− ti)(u(fi) + u(ni)) + t2i u(p1i) + (1− ti)2u(p2i)

≥ u0 + αiti + βi(1− ti)

Thus the new contract, (f ′i , p
′
1i, p

′
2i, n

′
i), satisfies (IRif ) and is less costly than the contract

(fi, p1i, p2i, ni) which is a contradiction. Thus it must be the case that optimal contracts set

payments equal for all outcomes.

For the second part of the proof, let wi denote the constant wage that an agent receives. Because

payments are equal for all outcomes, (IRif ) can be written as u(wi) ≥ u0 + αiti + βi(1− ti).
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The individual rationality constraint above has to bind or else the principal can reduce wi by

small amount and increase overall profits. Thus wi = u−1(u0 + αiti + βi(1− ti)).

Define h = u−1. Then the principal solves the following maximization problem

Max
ti

ti(1− ti)Qh + (t2i + (1− ti)2)Ql − h(u0 + αiti + βi(1− ti))

The first order conditions are given by

(1− 2ti)(Qh − 2Ql)− h′(u0 + αiti + βi(1− ti))(αi − βi) ≥ 0 (A1)

Because a generalist finds tasks equally costly, and as Qh > 2Ql the solution to this first order

condition sets tg =
1

2
. As β > α the optimal time allocation for a specialist is ts >

1

2
. ¥

Proof of Proposition 2: The first order necessary conditions for an interior solution are given

by

(1− 2t)(Qh − 2Ql)− h′(u0 + αt + β(1− t))(α− β) = 0 (A2)

Using the implicit function theorem we have

dt

dα
= −

(−h′ + (β − α)h′′t)

−(2(Qh − 2Ql) + (β − α)2h′′)

Thus
dt

dα
≤ 0 iff −h′ + (β − α)h′′ti ≤ 0. Using the inverse function theorem we have

dt

dα
≤ 0 iff

t ≤ −
u′

u′′(β − α)
. As −

u′′(u−1(u0 + αt + β(1− t)))

u′(u−1(u0 + αt + β(1− t)))
≤

1

β − α
it follows that

dt

dα
≤ 0.

Now consider the case where α is fixed and we vary β. Once again from the implicit function

theorem, we have
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dt

dβ
= −

(h′ − (β − α)h′′t)

−(2(Qh − 2Ql) + (β − α)2h′′)
= −

dt

dα
≥ 0

Thus t is increasing in β. A similar result holds for corner solutions as well. ¥

Proof of Proposition 3: Consider a generalist first. When payments are equal for all out-

comes, a generalist’s expected utility does not depend on t. Thus the optimal contract in the

full information case also satisfies the moral hazard constraint. Now consider a specialist. When

payments are equal across outcomes the only part of a the specialist’s utility function that depends

on t is his cost function. Because α < β a specialist always chooses ts = 1 and once again the full

information contract satisfies the specialist’s moral hazard constraint. ¥

Proof of Proposition 4: As fg = ng we have ∆fg − ∆pg = 2∆fg ≥ 0. The right hand side of

(ICsg) is given by

Max
ts

Vs(fg, pg, ng; ts) = Max
ts

u(pg)− αts − β(1− ts) + 2ts(1− ts)∆fg

Combining (IRg) and the definition of ∆fg and substituting into Max
ts

Vs(fg, pg, ng; ts) we have

Max
ts

Vs(fg, pg, ng; ts) = Max
ts

u0 + 1− αts − β(1− ts)−
1

2
∆fg + 2ts(1− ts)∆fg

Define t∗sg as the optimal choice of time by a specialist when he is offered a generalist’s contract

(fg, pg, ng). Using the envelope theorem we get

dVs(fg, pg, ng; t∗sg)

d∆fg
= −

1

2
+ 2t∗sg(1− t∗sg) < 0

where the last inequality follows from the fact that t∗sg >
1

2
. Thus the result follows.¥
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Proof of Proposition 5: There are two possible solutions. First if ∆fg − ∆pg ≥ β − α at the

optimum then we are done. Consider the other case with ∆fg −∆pg < β−α. Then the first order

necessary conditions are given by




−
1

4

1

u′(fg)

−
1

4

1

u′(pg)

−
1

2

1

u′(ps)




= −λ




1

2
1

2
0




+ µ




0

1

−1




+ γ




0

0

−1




along with the complementary slackness conditions associated with the constraints and multi-

pliers.

Now consider two possible cases. First consider the case where (IR′
s) does not bind. The

complementary slackness conditions imply γ = 0. Combining the first order conditions we have

1

4
(

1

u′(fg)
−

1

u′(pg)
) =

1

2

1

u′(ps)
> 0

As u is strictly increasing and strictly concave it follows that fg > pg.

Next, consider the case with γ > 0. Suppose to the contrary that the optimal contract (fg, pg, ng)

sets payments on full and partial success equal. It follows from (IR′
g) that u(fg) = u(pg) = u0 + 1.

As γ > 0 the complementary slackness conditions imply u(ps) = α + u0. But this violates (IC ′
s)

and contradicts the optimality of (fg, pg, ng). From Lemma 1 it follows that fg > pg.

Finally by setting fs = ns = 0 the contract also satisfies the incentive compatibility conditions

for both specialists that we left out at the start of the problem.

To show why generalists earn higher expected wages first notice that u(ps) < u0 + 1. If this

were not true, the full information contract would yield higher profits for the principal. Also from

(IRg) we know that
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tg(1− tg)(u(fg) + u(ng)) + (t2g + (1− tg)2)u(pg) = u0 + 1

Because u is strictly concave it follows that

tg(1− tg)(u(fg) + u(ng)) + (t2g + (1− tg)2)u(pg) < u(tg(1− tg)(fg + ng) + (t2g + (1− tg)2)pg)

Combining the three inequalities above and as u is strictly increasing we have

tg(1− tg)(fg + ng) + (t2g + (1− tg)2)pg > ps

Thus generalists earn higher expected wages. ¥

Appendix B- Variable List

• PROXIES FOR RESEARCH ABILITY

– PATINVt = a dummy variable which takes the value 1 if a person is named as an inventor on

a patent application from period t− 5 to t;

– PATGRTt = number of patents that are granted to an individual from period t− 5 to t ;

– PATCOMt = number of patents that are granted to an individual from period t− 5 to t which

result in a commercial product;

– PUBLISHt = a dummy variable which takes the value 1 if an individual has articles published

in refereed journals from period t− 5 to t. This variable is only defined for individuals who were

granted patents.

• PROXIES FOR SUPERVISORY ABILITY

– SUPDIRt= the number of people that an individual supervises directly at date t;

• INDUSTRY

These industry codes associated with each individual are based on the 2002 Census Industry Codes.
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– SCISERVt= a dummy variable which takes the value 1 if an individual belongs to the Profes-

sional and Scientific Services category.

• SALARYt= basic annual salary before deductions at date t. Excludes bonuses;

• SAL10000t =
SALARY

10000
;

• AGEt= the age of an individual at date t;

• JOB ACTIVITIES

– SUPINDt= the number of people that an individual supervises indirectly at date t;

– MGMTt= a dummy variable which takes a value of 1 if an individual spends at least 10 per cent

of his time on supervision and management at date t;
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Table 1: Summarized Work Activities

Summarized Activities Activities

Research Basic Research
Applied Research

Development and Design

Supervision Managing and Supervising

Other Computer Applications
Accounting, finance, contracts

Employee Relations
Sales, Purchasing, Marketing

Quality or Productivity Management
Other activities

Table 2: Groups

Groups Summarized Activities Description

Researchers Primary: Research Research tasks
Secondary: Research only

Research Primary: Research Combine research
Managers Secondary: Supervision with

or supervision task
Primary: Supervision
Secondary: Research
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Table 3: Summary Statistics

Research03 Research Manager03
N=938 N=367

PATINV01 0.442 0.414
(0.496) (0.493)

PATGRT01 0.973 0.833
(2.171) (1.638)

PATCOM01 0.319 0.321
(0.893) (0.849)

AGE 43.637 41.504
(9.314) (7.988)

SUPDIR01 1.171 1.798
(1.741) (2.116)

SUPDIR03 1.333 3.362
(1.986) (3.066)

SUPIND01 0.635 0.792
(2.643) (2.932)

SUPIND03 0.826 2.258
(3.037) (5.883)

SALARY01 87964.42 89177.56
(20974.75) (21278.96)

SALARY03 97536.70 101402.60
(23414.92) (22314.15)

Table 3 contains the means and standard deviations of the key independent variables used in the analysis from the

Survey of Doctoral Recipients 2001-2003. See the variable list in Appendix B for variable definitions.
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Table 4: The effect of patent and publication productivity on assignments

Marginal Probability of Becoming Manager

I II III IV

PATINV01 -0.058∗∗

(0.027)

PATGRT01 -0.012∗

(0.007)

PATCOM01 -0.013
(0.015)

PUBLISH01 0.072
(0.067)

PUBLISH.SCISERV01 -0.190∗

(0.080)

SAL1000001 0.027∗∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.026∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.013)

SUPDIR01 0.020∗∗ 0.019∗∗ 0.019∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.007) (0.008) (0.014)

MGMT01 0.096∗∗∗ 0.098∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗

(0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.057)

PREDICTED PROB 0.256 0.256 0.256 0.247

PSEUDO R2 0.109 0.108 0.106 0.178

N 1305 1305 1305 397

Significance Levels : ∗ ∗ ∗ : 1% : ∗∗ : 5% ∗ : 10%

Table 4 presents the marginal probabilities associated with becoming a manager in 2003 from the Survey of

Doctoral Recipients 2001-2003. See the variable list in Appendix B for variable definitions. Standard errors are

reported in parenthesis.
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